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nbelljtc,Ittink?" --- A Coca arison of the Role Perscectives,
Itidludt12Llidgmt&raterld Cognitive Maps, & WriLten Records

glThrsaUnimaittitudeatiZenheliwraiLura (2/88 draft)

Abstract: Case study methodology using structured interviewing and cognitive
mapping techniques has been used to reveal the contrasting role
perspectives and eveuative judgment criteria of three university student
teacher supervisors with different professional backgrounds. This study
extends an earlier investigation by comparing these roll perspectives and
judgment criteria with the results of content analysis of each supervisor's
written observation records and final reports for a nominated sample of six
so- called strong, average, and weak student teachers with whom she
worked. The implications of these findings for future research and for
the selection, training, and on-going support of such supervisors are
presented.

Outline:

1 - introduction

2 - origin & focus of this investigation

3 - alternative views of the student teaching experience & its supervision

4 - who are typical university student teaching supervisors?

5 - profiles of the three university supervisors studied

6 - general data collection instruments & procedures

7 - investigation results: supervisory role perspectives
TABLE 1: ROLE PERSPEC7-1ES OF THE THREE SUPERVISORS

8 - investigation results: the identification of evaluative judgment criteria
which supervisors think that they use
TABLES 2a-b-c: SPECIFIC EVALUATIVE JUDGMENT CRITERIA STATEMENTS &

WEIGHTS IDENTIFIED BY THREE SUPERVISORS (Fran/Renee/Lesliel
TABLE 2d: CATEGORIES OF EVALUATIVE JUDGMENT CRITERIA & WEIGHTS

IDENTIFIED BY THE THREE SUPERVISORS
TABLE 2e: =POSITIVE PORTRAITS OF AN EFFECTIVE STUDENT TEACHER HELD

BY THE SUPERVISORS ACCORDING TO THE CRITERIA & WEIGHTS THEY
IDENTIFIED

TABLE 3: FLUENCY & COMPLEXITY DIFFERENCES IN THE EVALUATIVE JUDGMENT
CRITERIA & WEIGHTS IDENTIFIED BY THE THREE SUPERVISORS

9 - investigation results: the evaluative judgment criteria actually reflected
in supervisors' written observation records and final reports
TABLES 4a-b-c: COMPARISON OF THE COGNITIVE MAP CRITERIA STATEMENTS &

WRITTEN RECORDS OF THREE SUPERVISORS (Fran/Renee/Lesiiel

ln - conclusions & further questions
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11111=C1121

Despite continuing controversy about the purposes and actual outcomes of
the student teaching experience, both student teaching and the role of the
university, supervisor are universal components of teacher preparation
programs. A review of literature on student teaching reveals that a rather
unquestioned earlier emphasis on (a) instructional skills development and on
(b) teacher socialization as the focus of student teacher supervision and
evaluation has given way to the acknowledged existence of alternative paradigms
today.

These alternative orientations to desired purposes and outcol.ts of the
student teaching experience provide a conceptual basis for investigating the
complex mixture of role perspectives, evaluative judgment criteria, and
practices Wh,.:h are found in actual supervision by university faculty (1).
Related questions of the characteristics, selection, preparation, and
professiml development of university supervisors should also be examined.

More specifically, we recognize today that central to all of the on-going
in`eractlon among members of the student teaching supervisory triad are each
person's expectations or "mental pictures" of the desired criteria, their
meaning, and their relative weights. These criteria designate what the person
believes would characterize a so-called competent and successful student
teacher's overall performance. Such different conceptual maps, one can argue,
express and give focus to the specific goals, questions, explanations, tasks,
observations, informal conversations, feedback conferences, seminars,
evaluation reports, and feelings of overall satisfaction or dissonance
occurring for each member of the student teaching triad. While this
evaluative judgment process can be considered from each person's perspective in
the supervisory triad, the focus here will be on that of the university
supervisor.

Given what we are coming to know today concerning the complexities of
information processing psychology and of judgmental decision-making for
teachers (2) and other professionals (3), it is possible to raise these same
questions about the knowledge, beliefs, and judgment criteria of supervisors.
Of course, there are many more questions than answers available at this time.
In this case, questions include what these judgment criteria are, what is
nvolved in the formation and on-going revision of such conceptual maps, and

what is their function as a perceptual screen and an evaluative Judgment
framework of any particular student teacher during the experience.

The specific content of such supervisor knowledge and beliefs and their
function (albeit quite unconsciously in many cases) as a template or mental
framework for making judgments regarding student teacher performance seems both
intriguing and crucial to better understanding the actual processes of clinical
instruction and teacher evaluation. According to both the research literature
and an examination of current typical supervisory preparation and practice (4),
this topic has been scarcely addressed until now.

1
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=GIN & FOCUS CF THIS INVESTIGATION

These questions were originally posed among a small group of experienced
university student teacher supervisors and program coordinators in a committee
meeting at a large, midwestern research/teacher preparation university. They
wondered aloud about the apparent paradox of feeling that the evaluative
Judgments they made during student teaching supervision were relatively
clear-headed, systematic, and well grounded, and yet, on the ...:her hand, they
knew each of them supervised differently because of their contrasting
knowledge-bases and beliefs. Moreover, they knew from previous conversations
that it was difiicult at times to find adequate words to discuss what "occurred
inside of their heads and hearts" as they went about their supervisory
activities and made evaluative Judgments about specific student teachers.

In addition, they admitted to having some professional concern that a
teacher who received a judgment of "great joulh by one supervisor could be
labeled as merely "acceptable" by another suwvisor. While these questions
were not quite so troublesome in terms of the clinical instructor (i.e.
formative evaluation) role of the supervisor, they became acutely problematic
in their role of summative evaluator, particularly for judging a marginal
student teacher as "PASSING" or as "DEFERRED GRADE needs more time and
effort to develop" or as "FAILING."

Out of these meta-cognitive insights and curiosity came a reflective
discussion group and a series of Jaarnaling and data collection activities by
the supervisors themselves. Beginning in 1986, a set of interrelated
descriptive studies has also been carried out and either published and/or
presented at national conferences by the MSU Supervisory Judgment Research
Project team (5).

This paper extends the 1986 exploratory study (also by Simmons) which used
case study methodology to:

(a) explore the professional backgrounds of three university supervisors
and their beliefs concerning the purposes of the student teaching
experience and of supervision;

(b) identify the criteria which they have in their cognitive maps of
effective student teacher performance; and

(c) continue developing and testing this research methodology for
identifying, weighing, and analyzing judgment criteria in a
supervisor's cognitive map and their use in actual practice.

This paper will present the second part of the study in which
(d) the evaluative judgment criteria which each supervisor reported using

in supervision will be compared to her implicit judgment
criteria -in,actual -use.

The criteria-in-actual-use will be identified and investigated through content
analysis of each supervisor's classroom observation/conference notes and the
final written reports for a nominated sample of six so-called weak, average,
and strong student teachers with whom she has worked. A total of 18 cases
v111 be analyzed, i.e. three supervisors x six student teachers each.

These two related studies by Simmons seek to provide methodological
contrast to the exploratory studies carried out by other members of the same
research team who have focused more holistically on supervisory thinking
processes rather than specific judgment criteria. In addition, it seeks to
expand what is known in this general area by adding three more cases to the
research team's other case studies.

2
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"WHA'D SHE THINK ?..." tAERA, 1988)

All of these exploratory, descriptive investigations are part of a larger,
long-range research plan to identify "effective student teacher performance"
cognitive map criteria and to analyze their meaning and use by each of the
three individuals in the student teaching supervisory triad. Eventually, this
methodology has the potential to be also useful in parallel studies of
supervisors (e.g. principals and mentors) with experienced teachers and in
investigations of clinical instruction and evaluation in other complex,
professional, occupational settings such as medicine and counseling. This
effort to describe and better understand "what is" in typical supervisory
practice today should provide a basis for more focused, future research studies
as well as for improving supervisory training and practice. Taken as a whole,
this set of studies emphasizes the importance of the supervisor's implicit
cognitive schema and processes --- i.e. knowledge, thinking processes, and
belief systems --- in addition to the more typical focus on supervisory
techniques.

lagERNATIVE VIEWS OF THE STUDENT TEACHINQ
ETERIENCE & ITS SUPERVISION

A number of recent reviews concerning the goals, organizational structure,
and actual operation of teacher preparation programs, particularly in terms of
field experience and student teaching, have been conducted. These include the
overall survey of preservice teacher education by Joyce, Yarger, and Hovey (6),
surveys and analyses concerning early field experience (7), and reviews
focusing both on field experience in general (8) and specifically on the
student teaching experience itself (9). After reviewing such literature,
Zeichner concludes as do we on the Supervisory Judgment Research team that:

It is clear from any examination of the literature on field
experiences that there is no agreed upon definition of the
purposes and goals of either early field experience or student
teaching and that there is a great deal of variety in the ways in
which these experiences are conceptualized, organized, and
actually implemented even within a single institution. C....)
This discovery supports the general claim made by many
researchers regarding the inappropriateness of deriving an
understanding of an instructional program from statements of
goals and instructional plans alone ... and emphasizes the
japortance of examining how programs are actually implemented_in
the field. (10) [nib. emphasis added)
In his now classic 1983 article (11), Zeichner delineates five alternative

models or paradigms of teacher education research and practice which can be
used in this case to more closely examine the various goals, perspectives, and
supervisory practices which can be found in student teaching. The four
approaches which Zeichner discusses are: (a) behavioristic, (b)
personalistic, (c) traditional-craft, and (d) inquiry-oriented. A fifth
approach, the academic paradigm, is also identifiable, but Zeichner chooses to
regard its emphasis on a sound liberal education for teachers as a common
assumption of the four other paradigms.

The five alternative paradigms, Zeichner says, "can (each) be thought of as
a matrix of beliefs and assumptions about the nature and purposes of schooling,
teaching, teachers and their education that gives shape tc specific forms of
practice in teacher education" (12). Thus, these paradigms can be useful in

3
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revealing alternative goal structures which are often unstated and even
unconsciously held by members of the supervisory triad. These goal structures
can function as . basis for developing Quite contrasting cognitive maps of
"successful student teacher performance". As Zeichner correctly points out,
such paradigms are not totally distinct from each other in actual use.
Rather, they reflect relative shifts in emphasis placed on the prospective
teacher's desired content knowledeft, technical skills, emotional qualities, and
intellectual characteristics.

Because the distinctions which Zeichner makes among these alternative
program goal structures are fairly well known and have already been discussed
more extensively tn the 1986 Simmons paper, they will be only briefly
summarized here as a framework for the data analysis to be reported.

The behavioristic approach to teacher education emphasizes development and
performance of technical skills of classroom teaching which have been
identified according to some research model of effective teaching and
learning. The competency-based teacher education movement is the most visible
expression of this paradigm. According to this view, criteria for successful
teaching emphasize the observable demonstration of specific instructional
skills without simultaneous concern for the teacher's underlying intellectual
and emotional processes associated with those behaviors.

The second major paradigm which Zeichner discusses is personalistic teacher
education which seeks "to promote the psychological maturity of prospective
teachers and emphasize the reorganization of perceptions and beliefs over the
mastery of specific behaviors, skills, and content knowledge" (13). This view
emphasizes effective teach'ng as a matter of each person discovering her/his
own style, purposes, and understanding. Evidence of a student teacher's
success would be external manifestations of internal cognitive, perceptual, and
emotional growth related to the role of classroom teacher. Such evidence is
assessed according to a particular developmental model of so-called maturity in
cognitive processes, teacher concerns, or emotional growth.

The braditional-craft or apprenticeship paradigm of teacher education
emphasizes developing the "wisdom of the practitioner" as a complex mixture of
instructional skills and knowledge about effective teaching which is discovered
through trial and error. Such an approach emphasizes "learning to fit" into
established classroom practices, teacher culture, and schools as they
"realistically" are. Thus, the loss of simplistic idealism about children,
moving through lessons efficiently, managing the pupils and classroom
effectively, and complying with paperwork demands would be regarded as evidence
of becoming "mature" in a professional sense. With the exception of scattered
innovations, the apprenticeship model of student teaching is the predominate
one found today in the United States.

leguirv-sriented teacher education is the fourth paradigm which Zeichner
discusses. Such an approach emphasizes "that technical skill in teaching is
to be highly valued, not as an end in itself, but as a means for bringing about
desired ends. Questions about what ought to be done take on primary
importance and the process of critical inqutry is viewed as a necessary
supplement to the ability to carry out the tasks themselves". This view
"requires that prospective teachers render as problematic that which is
frequently taken foc granted about the role of teacher, tree tasks of teaching,
and schooling in general" (14). Thus, in addition to development of the
technical skills of effective teaching, content mastery, and the prospective
teacher's own interests and maturity, such a program would teach and assess the
teacher's inquiry skills and corresponding reflective, analytical abilities and
habits.
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Zeichner's five paradigms, then, provide contrasting vantage points for
determining what a university supervisor would expect of a "successful" student
teacher (15). In most cases, of course, the criteria actually used by the
university supervisor, cooperating teacher, and student teacher are implicitly
held and are drawn in an eclectic fashion ftom all the paradigms but with
varying degrees of emphasis on each viewpoint.

WHO ARE TYPICAL UNIVERSITY STUDENT TEACHER SUPERYINEE2

Unfortunately, there is more literature available : oncerning the
perspectives, roles, and practices of both student teachers and classroom
cooperating teachers than of university supervisors. In addition, many of the
early studies are nov somewhat dated (16) and often did not distinguish between
university supervisors of early field experiences and those working with
student teachers.

In their 1977 survey of preservice teacher education in the United States,
Joyce, Yarger, and Hovey (17) provide information concerning the professional
backgrounds and load assignments of a national, stratified random sample of
teacher educators. They report that 90% of such faculty members had public
school teaching and administration experience, with an average of eight years
and two years longevity respectively. More than half (54%) reported that they
were involved in supervision of student teachers.

The second major national survey available in the literature regarding
university student teacher supervisors was reported by Bowman in 1978. He
obtained information from 94 (or 88.7%) directors of student teaching programs
operated in the 109 state colleges and land grant colleges in this country.
His study reports that "overall, the permanent faculty plus doctoral students
was the most commonly used staffing pattern for supervision, and was reported
by 38 (40.4 percent) of the 94 schools" (18). Bowman also found that 31.5% of
the responding schools used subject area specialists, 12% used generalist
supervisors, and 56.5% used combinations of these to supervise their student
teachers. After reviewing the few comparative studies (19) on distinctions
between clinical generalist and content area specialist approaches, McIntyre
concluded that subject area specialists "often have little or no training in
supervision" and are not usually viewed as being as skillful, knowledgeable,
available, or concerned as clinical generalist supervisors by student teachers
and cooperating teachers (20).

Perhaps the most interesting data in the Bowman 1978 study have to do with
institutional efforts to ensure competency in student teacher supervisors.
Th15 15 an almost unaddressed topic in the literature. Bowman concluded:
"Teacher preparation institutions have often been accused (by their own
students as well as by public school personnel) of showing a lack of concern
for the competency of the supervisor of student teaching. This criticism
appears partly justified. One-third of the schools in this study seem to
assume the competency of this person in the student teaching triad. (
Taken as an entire grow, more schools reported 'teaching experience' than any
other form of (more) formal effort to determine competency of the supervisor"
(21). Because of the acknowledged lack of other pertinent literature on this
topic (22), it is not known how much (if at all) this view of the appropriate
qualifications for university supervisors has changed since 1978, but we
suspect that it has not.
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In their 1981 study, Griffin et al vent one step further and concluded:"Often, clinical supervision is an added responsibility to an already
overburdened staff. As such, it is assigned to graduate students andassistants who must 'pay their dues'." The perceived nature of supervisionis as "a low priority task lth little benefit" in academia. They concludedthat "the degree to which they function effectively as supervisors dependsheavily on support, encouragement, and rewards available for that service"(23). However, such respect for student teacher supervision is currentlydifficult to find in the academic world.

In light of the 1977 Joyce et al survey findings, the majority of teachereducators in this country are involved in the role of student teachersupervisor. An important broader perspective on the topic can be obtained byexamining beliefs and backgrounds of traditional teacher educators as a groupand environmental tensions which surround their work in higher education.The theme which emerges from Lanier's controversial review of this literatureis that teacher educators as a group are held in low esteem and relegated tothe lover end of the academic stratification ladder by others in higher
education, possess lover traditional scholarship commitments and interests,and de-value intellectual questioning and conceptual analysis. According toLanier, among the major reasons for this is "... a disproportionally largenumber of faculty teaching teachers most directly have come from lower middleclass backgrounds. It is very likely that they obtain conformist
orientations and utilitarian views of knowledge from their childhood
experiences at home, educational opportunities in school, ano restrictiveconditions of work as teachers before coming to higher education." (24)In addition to Lanier's criticism of traditional teacher educators'intellectual rigor and commitment, the actual effectiveness of the universitysupervisor has been broadly questioned from the perspectives of both those inacademia and the school sites. McIntyre (25) has reviewed various studiesindicating that the university supervisor may have either positive or littleactual influence, while Thies-Sprinthall (26) have documented that a negativeeffect can actually occur.

Our MSU Supervisory
Judgment Research team's concerns are underscored bythe findings of the only other similar study completed in this topic. As partof a recent set of comprehensive studies of clinical preservice teachereducation carried out at the University of Texas/Austin Research andDevelopment Center for Teacher Education, O'Neal (27) focused on theperceptions, feedback, and evaluation practices used by nine universitysupervisors. After comparing the content of their supervisory conferencesand final evaluation reports with university student teaching goal statementsand evaluation criteria statements, O'Neal concluded that the conferences andfinal reports largely reflected individual perceptions and concerns. In arelated report, Edwards concluded:

Satisfaction, fulfillment of expectations, and satisfactoryperformance evaluations of the 'tudent teacher should not beassumed to indicate that the experience resulted in
professional growth and the acquisition of compentent
teaching behaviors. ( ) Personal characteristics andthe degree of match between perceptions and values of the
members of the triad are highly predictive of the
interactions and evaluations which take place in the
clinical experience. ( ) Craft knowledge and 'common
sense' are the basis of most decisions regarding specific
clinical experiences. (28)
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Thus, there is research evidence which coincides with our own Supervisory
Judgment Research team's perceptions that, indeed, the effectiveness of the
student teaching experience can vary with individual characteristics of the
persons involved. Furthermore, there can be little (if any) actual similarity
exigting among supervisma and little similarity between supervisors and the
teacbassharatismstalaAndjmagraminmhichtheymgrk. This, of course,
raises important reliability, and validity questions about the evaluative
judgments made by supervisors.

Therefore, it is pertinent overall to question if a so-called circular
problem regarding university student teacher supervision has not been
unwittingly created over the :mars. The relationship between validity and
reliability questions concerning evaluative judgments, seemingly weak job
selection criteria used fof identifying university supervisors, and the
apparent lack of concern or agreement about how to prepare and reward
supervisors in L.th the K-1, school and academic workplaces has been described
here.

This leads us to wonder if Lortie's comments (29) about negative
consequences of a wide decision range for classroom teachers are not equally
relevant and damaging in the case of university supervisors. Griffin et al
(30) have referred to this as "selection by default" and link it to
unsupportive institutional context for supervision in university teacher
education departments. If a job is perceived as requiring little or no
particular focused preparation and knowledge-baba, and if there are conflicting
job demands and unrewarding structures for it in both university and school
settings, it is perhaps all too easy even fc: teacher educators to
underestimate the complex knowledge, beliefs, skills, and processes which are
realistically involved in functioning effectively in clinical instruction
nettinTs. Currently, we know little about the influence of these subtle
factors in shaping: (a) selection, preparation, and incentive structure for
these supervisors, (b) professional knowledge-base, attitudes, and practices
of supervisors themselves, and (c) validity and reliability of evaluative
judgments they make.

In summary, serious concern about the impact of these factors on both the
Instructional quality of the student teaching experience as well as on thenlidityanlieliabilittszLer by the supervisor seems
clearly, warranted. Furthermore, such a situation undermines the development
of both adequate supervisory research and practice in this country at a time
when more attention than ever is being given to the need for encouraging
continuous teacner growth across different career stages.

Hence, the efforts of our MSU Supervisory Judgment Research Project team
are directed at obtaining a better descriptive understanding of typical
supervisors' backgrounds, role perspectives, evaluative judgment criteria,
thinking processes, and language as a basis for more focused research studies
and for the improvement of supervisory preparation programs.

PROFILES OF THE THREE UNIVERSITY 5UPE1'VISCRS STUDIED

Three university supervisors representing contrasting backgrounds in terms
of being (a) a clinical generalist or content specialist, (b) trained or
untrained, and (c) experienced or novice were identified:

(1) Renee, a novice supervisor (less than one year) with 11 years of
elementary classroom teaching experience and a masters degree plus 30
credits in elementary education;

7
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(2) Fran, an experienced supervisor (five years) with 10 years of
elementary and junior high classroom teaching experience and ABD level
status in the university's doctoral program in supervision and teacher
preparation/staff development; and

(3) Leslie, an experienced supervisor (three years) with 20 years of
elementary classroom teaching experience and a doctorate in
reading/language arts,

The names reported here for the three supervisors are same-gender pseudonyms.
All three supervisors are part-time student teacher supervisors. For

Renee, this involves a part-time job at a major research/teacher preparation
university. Fran is a doctoral student employed on a half-time basis to
coordinate the overall program in one of the same university's off-campus sites
where she and Renee both supervise student teachers. Leslie is a full-time
associate professor at a private, liberal arts college where she coordinates
her institution's student teaching program, supervises, and also teaches
reading/language arts methods courses. In terms of the categories of typical
supervisors, Renee represents the generalist lacking both experience and
Specialized training, Fran is an experienced generalist with advanced training
regarding supervision, and Leslie is an experienced supervisor who lacks
aupervisory preparation but who has a specific content area focus. This range
of professional hackgrounds appears to be quite congruent with conventional
practice concerning the selection, training, and previous experience of typical
student teacher supervisors in this country today.

filMEMIJ2AILCOILJEZMILBEIBMILLEB=SIBE2

Data were collected from the three supervisors during individual scheduled
appointments held from January - June 1986. Each supervisor participated in
four cognitive mapping and interview data collection appointments of
approximately 30 - 60 Ainutes held at the beginning, middle, end, and after the
end of the student teaching experience. Renee and Fran both supervise within
a 11-week quarter timeframe, while Leslie's college has a 15-week semester
experience. Four distinct data collection points were used to explore if
there were any developmental changes in the judgment criteria which supervisors
identified for different time points of the student's teaching experience. In
addition, each supervisor was asked to make available the written supervisory
records for a pair of so-called weak, average, and strong student teachers (a
total of six) with whom she was working. Information regarding each
supervisor's professional background, supervisory goals, knowledge, and
beliefs, learning style, and level of cognitive development was also obtained
through use of standard paper/pencil tests at the first appointment and through
an interview during the final appointment. These were chosen based on a
review of the literature which suggested that these factors could influence the
process and outcomes of student teacher supervision.

Suct an amalgum of qualitative and quantitative data collection provides a
rich and extensive data base for data analyses regarding cognitive map judgment
criteria, corresponding written supervisory communication and records, and
underlying role perspectives of these student teacher supervisors.

As with any case study investigation using self-reported data, caution must
be expressed about the generalizability of these findings and the "social

8
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desirability" factor in cognitive map criteria and interview answers given.
The researcher took the following steps to minimize these limitations:

(1) developed a relaxed, collegial interview climate;

(2) stated the research purpose as one which emphasized the non - judgmental

description of current supervisory beliefs and practices;
(3) communicated genuine respect for the complex job of serving as a

university supervisor;
(4) gave specific attention, to discussing both positive and negative

factors as "normal" in any job setting; and
(5) provided typical assurances of confidentiality to research subjects,

student teachers, and their institutions.

Each superviso''s role perspectives were investigated through interview
questions which focused on elements of job qualifications and satisfaction,

professional development needs- role definition, goals for the student teaching
experience, supervisory beliefs and practices. These interviews were tape
recorded and later transcribed for analysis. The 1986 paper by Simmons
focused predominately on analyzing these role perspective interviews with the
three supervisors, so these findings will be only briefly summarized here as a
framework for the other data analysis and conclusions drawn.

When asked about the positive and negative aspects of being a u
student teacher supervisor, the reported positive aspects of their work (see
TABLE 1) involve what could be called practitioner, action-oriented dimensions
related to people's growth, communication, and interaction on a day-by-day
basis. Interestingly, Renee, who is the novice supervisor, did not identify
any negative features of hear job. Reported negative aspects of student
teacher supervision for Fran and Leslie involved time management conflicts,
Jack of expressed institutional support, paperwork and phone calls necessary
for making student teacher placements, and the occasional need to make negative
evaluation judgments about student teachers who do not perceive their own
difficulties.

These answers are strikingly similar to Lortie's 1975 findings (31)
regarding the reasons given by classroom teachers for being attracted to their
occupation. Lieberman and Miller (32) refer to such practitioner interests
and cognitive orientation as belonging to the world of action as opposed to the
world of explicit theories and ideas. Along with lacking clear, immediate
evidence of one's effectiveness, such occupations necessarily press one to act
and believe in the intentions of one's Instructional actiins, rather than to
stand back and qnistion in a detached manner as in the world of research.
This acritical, practitioner stance is illustrated by the finding that with the
exception of one comment from Leslie, these supervisors' role perspectives do
not seem to include any view of themselves as working to change or reform
current school or teaching practices. The implication of this is to suggest
that these supervisors would be very comfortable with the apprenticeship
paradigm and disinclined toward the inquiry paradigm for the student teaching
experience and their roles in it.

9
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Each supervisor was also asked about her own professional development needs
and

university student teacher supervisor. This was an effort to ascertain the
ability to self-evaluate and to determine the types of practitioner and/or
theoretical issues about which they thought. These findings closely resemble
distinctions made among self - task - litipact stages of teacher development by
Frances Full P 1). These answers can also be used to suggest topics to
consider when )-eparing and supporting supervisors.

For Renee, the new supervisor, her concerns clearly focused on personal and
pragmatic uncertainities --- e.g. not knowing and not correctly following
university policies, her own job security, and wanting to know more clearly
when she had done a "good" job as a supervisor. Such task and self concerns
with the need for information and external feedback and reassurance are
predictable in someone who is a novice in any job position. In contrast,
Fran identified specific areas of practitioner-oriented needs related to her
own effectiveness in carrying out supervisory tasks --- e.g. how to conduct
better seminars, professionaliming her own pedagogical language, knowing more
about adult and staff development, learning more about how teachers learn.
She also spoke of her concerns related to improved program management. As an
experfenued and trained supervisor, Fran's answers may be characterized as
nrimarily task and impact-oriented with some very modest elements of
theory-related curiosity. Leslie's reported concerns range from personal to
pragmatic to political --- e.g. career counseling skills, greater
self-confidence and skill in negative evaluation situations, increased
knowledge of various supervisory techniques, curiosity about adult learning and
individual differences, and serious questions regarding her own role and that
of education in social justice ie'ues. Thus, in contrast to Renee and Fran,
Leslie's intellectual perspective as a supervisor would seem to have both a
critical, abstract thrust as well as pragmatic and personal dimensions. In
Fuller's terms, we find Leslie expressing concerns for self, task, and impact
as a supervisor.

Thus, based on the data considered here, Leslie (and to some lesser extent,
Fran) Is a c)unter-example of Lanier's assertion that the professional
background and job assignment of typical teacher education faculty lead them to
de-value intellectual questioning. Despite her lack of formal training in
supervision, Leslie's questions may develop naturally out of her own cognitive
style and complexity and wide-range of interests. In addition, her reported
habit of seeking out things to read related to supervision and her eager
participation in a local student teacher supervisor network group suggest that
it is possible to develop and sustain such intellectual curiosity and growth
(even for supervisors lacking formal training) if professional resources
related to supervision are made available and questioning is encouraged. By
contrast, whether due to the lack of easily available resources and/or to her
own lack of developmental "readiness" to address supervisory impact concerns
apart from a strong focus on self, such curiosity is not seen in Renee's case.

Unfortunately, there is not other research literature available which
describes the self-perceived needs and concerns of supervisors, so little is
known yet concerning the relationship of these factors to the actual evaluative
judgments and effectiveness of supervisors. However, we have a basis here
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for identifying important questions to guide further exploration of this
topic. These questions would include:

- Does a supervisor's stage of self - task - impact developmental
concerns influence her/his perception and responsiveness to a
student teacher's own needs and concerns? How?

- What are the advantages and disadvantages of a supervisor's strong

practitioner-orientation and often personal and acritical stance
toward currant school and teaching practices?

- What differences exist between in judgments made and the
knowledge-base actually used by individuals with and w'thout
supervisory training?

- How does the current technique-oriented type of supervisory training
hinder the developMent of a more theoretical and a reflective
perspective in supervisors?

- How does this interact with the current predominance of the

apprenticeship paradigm for student teaching programs?
Analysis of the interviews and each supervisor's reported evaluation

criteria and weights reveals that all three supervisors hold a view of the
purpme of the student teachina experience and their role as supervisors (see
TABLE 1) which is congruent with Zeichner's apprenticeship paradigm. That is,
the purpose is, in Fran's words, to "give a student teacher a taste, as real a
taste as possible, of what a real teaching situation is over time". However,
while Fran focused more on the instructional value of this for the student
teacher as a basis for professional growth and career goal clarification,
Leslie emphasized more of an evaluative focus, i.e., "the purpose is ... to
find out whether, when thrown into the deep end of the pool,one sinks or
swims". Renee's comments seemed to intertwine these two perspectives as
inseparable.

Each eLpervisor was also asked about her views of the Clinical Instructor_
Apd Evaluator roles in supervision and of the emphasis she places on each
across the unfolding timeline of the student teaching experio,rm (see TABLE
1). Each person's answer was consistent with the purposes which she sees for
the student teaching experience described above.

Fran seems to separate these two roles in her work according to the
changing time frame of the quarter. She reported that she derives more
satisfaction and gives more importance at ame to the Clinical instructor
role, both in terms of classroom observation /conferencing and in the weekly
group seminars. Depending on the topic, she does this in either a
non-directive manner ;40.2%) or a directive style (33.5%) in terms of
Glickman's (34) distinctions in supervisory beliefs and style (see TABLE 1).
Ftan sees her Instructional role now as very parallel to her previous work as
an elementary /junior high classroom teacher --- "it gives me the chance to help
someone develop from point A to point K or M or whatever. Once that's over,
and the evaluation part takes over at the end cif the quarter, that working,
that manipulation if you will, that's over, L....1 I can't do anything more. So,
I simply have to make a judgment on what I've done already."

Renee's views would seem to be between Fran and Leslie's. She stated tit
the Clinical Instructor role and the Evaluator roles are intertwined for her
--- "When you are critiquing, at the same time, you should be teaching ... One
can't be without the other". Renee's supervisory style is split evenly
(40.2%) between Glickman's non-directive and collaborative styles. The
Evaluator role is one she accepts very comfortably as part of the Job, and her
view of evalutive feedback to student teachers emphasizes its instructional
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value for them as well as her own responsibility as evaluator --- "As an
evaluator, I've always tried to make it on a very personal, one-to-one level.
If anything, it's very much 'constructive criticism'. I want it to be
something they can lean from. I'm trying very hard not to hurt feelings, but
at the same time, always being very truthful with them. So, the evalution -1rt
is very ia!ortant, and it's learning how to handle each person."

For Leslie, the university supervisor is more primarily cast in the
Evaluator role due to the typical time sampling schedule of the supervisor's
observation visits to the school, with the cooperating teacher seen as the
Clinical Instructor for the student teacher. At the same time, she believes
that her Clinical Instructor role is further "dependent on the receptivity of
the student teacher to my instruction or authority. (....) I can diagnose and
offer suggestions, and whether or not they follow up on them, in a sense, I
don't know because I don't stick around forever (to see)." Such a view
corresponds closely to her predominately (53.6%) non-directive supervisory
style and beliefs and to a stated emphasis on helping her student teachers to
think as a result of her evaluative feedback. Leslie makes a shift in
supervisory roles across the length of the experience as Fran and Renee do, but
Leslie places sharper emphasis on the Evaluator role much earlier---"I really
stop doing any kind of clinical stuff at the halfway point, if not before,
except in a sense, if people still need that and look for that, then they're in
trouble (of not doing well) in my estimation". When such evaluations are
negative, this experience can be "extremely difficult and painful" for Leslie.

Leslie's use of the term "suggestions" for her evaluative feedback, her own
pre-dosinately non-directive supervisory style, and her acknowledgment of the
early shift from a Clinical Astructor role to an EValuator role during the
experience are striking in comparison with Fran and Renee. In terms of the
issues which this situation raises, it is true that supervisory training and
experience can provide a means for modifying lack of clarity and confidence
regarding one's role and the evaluative judgments made as a supervisor. On
the other hand, a high level of reported self-confidence (or conversely stated,
a lack of self -doubt) in making evaluative judgments does not necessarily mean
that a supervisor is making valid or reliable judgments. In other words, it
could be that, despite her lack of training in supervision, Leslie is simply
more conscious of and articulate about the complexities of supervisor
perception, learning to teach, and her own respect for the need of each student
teacher to gradually develop a personal teaching style and his/her own
pedagogical judgment. In addition to training, these differences can also be
due to personal characteristics of the supervisor herself such as
self-efficacy, contrasting supervisory goals, reflective habits, cognitive
complexity, and style.

Mach remains to be investigated in this area in the future. Important
sub - questions to investigate further here would include:

- Is there a loss of the student teacher's "opportunity to learn" if
the supervisor is too Evaluation role oriented early in the
experience?

- How do the supervisor's own feelings about the Evaluation role,

particularly for making negative evaluation judgments, possibly
undermine suitably rigorous evaluation of student teachers?

12
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- What is the appropriate balance co strike between confidence in
one's perceptions and evaluative judgments and openness to the
need for gathering mom adequate evidence and for revising one's
initial evaluative judgments?

- How does a supervisor's preference for either the Clinical

Instructor role or the EValuative role and her/his supervisory
style influence interaction between members of the student
teaching triad?

In a 1986 study which underscores the importance of these questions, Desrochers
(35) reported that teachers' perceptions of supervisor knowledge, usefulness,
and style were all highly correlated. In other words, we need to know more
about how such student teacher and cooperating teacher perceptions of the
usefulness of the supervisor's clinical instruction and Judgments can undermine
the quality of the student teaching experience itself.

Thus, this data analysis indicates that important differences in
supervisory role perspectives and styles do, indeed, exist, even in this
limited sample of only three student teacher supervisors with contrasting
backgrounds. What remains to be explored now is: what differences (if any)
do these make in evaluative Judgment criteria and supervisory practice?

INVESTIGATION RESULTS:
THE IDENTIFICATION OF EVALUATIVE JUDGMENT CRITERIA

WHICH SUPERVISORS THINK THAT THEY USE

The second focus of this study involved seeing if the three supervisors
could identify the evaluative judgment criteria which they believe they use in
making evaluative judgments at the beginning, middle, and end of the student
teaching experience. In addition, questions of how the criteria statements
and weights would compare among the three supervisors and if there would be any
changes in criteria or weights across the timeframe of the experience were of
interest. The research methodology used will be described in some detail
because one goal of the study involved pilot-testing these cognitive mapping
and structured interview techniques in an effort to identify the normally
implicit judgment criteria of supervisors.

In three separate appointments held throughout the quarter/semester, each
supervisor was asked to identify the criteria she thought she used in making
supervisory Judgments. The criteria were recorded in the supervisor's own
words using words or phrases which clearly expressed separate statements of
knowledge, skills, attitudes, values, habits, etc. which would indicate how
well a student teacher was functioning. Such evidence could be gathered in
any of the typical supervisory interaction situations --- e.g., conversations,
seminar discussions, classroom teaching observations, review of written
materials prepared by the student teacher, comments from the cooperating
teacher or principal, etc. It was pointed out that all such
evidence-producing situations could be relevant information-gathering
opportunities for the supervisor who, in turn, would process this information
in order to make judgments or decisions about the relative success or
difficulty which a student teacher was having.

In addition to identifying these criteria, each supervisor was asked to
Indicate the relative imporcance or weight of each criteria statement in her
overall judgment about the student teacher's performance at that time in the
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experience by recording a Lumber from 1 - 100 in front of each statement. The
total Weight: allocated among all the criteria had to total 100 for each time
point in the experience.

At the second and third data collection appointments, after she had
indicated the criteria and weights she used at that particular point of the
experience, each supervisor was also shown her previous lists. Then she was
asked if she would like to make any revisions in the material. In this way,
the criteria and weights obtained at each data collection appointment were not
viased or influenced by what was said previously. At the same time, there was
an on-going, informal check of test/retest reliability and face validity of the
supervisor's emerging cognitive map criteria statements and weights. In this
study, although each supervisor carefully re-read her previous list(s) in
response to the researcher's directive, no changes were made to the criteria
lists or their weights by any of the three supervisors.

In addition, at the fourth appointment, each supervisor was asked to
organize her three sets of criteria statements into an overall cognitive map
containing both a vertical and horizontal matrix pattern. This would reveal
if any developmental changes occurred from the beginning/middle/end of the
experience (horizonal rows). She was also asked to cluster and label sets of
criteria in vertical columns according to the conceptual similarities she saw
awn-, them. When this was completed, she was asked if any she wanted to
revise, add, or subtract any criteria statements or weights, but no changes
were made by any of the three supervisors.

The results of this study indicate that these three supervirots_Nexeable,
to identify and weight the criteria which they believe they use and were able
to organize their criteria statements into a horizontal and vertical cognitive
matrix without much difficulty. TABLES 2a-b-c report the different evaluative
judgment criteria categories, specific statements, and weights identified by
each supervisor for the beginning (B), middle (M), and end (E) points of
student teaching. Similar criteria statements for different timepoints of the
experience are listed together in the tables so that consistency may be readily
noticed. The average weights and rankings of criteria are also shown.

Thus, in terms of the research team's interest in pilot-testing this data
gathering methodology, ludgme,nLcriterjaszinitaygjmgang done in this manner
and within the limits of all self-reported data ig both practical and has face
validity and test-retest reliability in this initial study. The additional,
important question about the predictive validity of these cognitive map
criteria will be addressed in the final section of this paper, using
comparisons of these criteria statements and their weights with actual final
reports and observation notes made by each supervisor for the nominated sample
of strong, average, and weak student teachers.

In terms of specific criteria statements identified by all three
supervisors, attention to such traditional student teaching topics as content
area knowledge, classroom management, plannino, communication skills,
self-confidence as a teacher, and rapport wits pupils and staff can be found in
TAKES 2a-13-c. These criteria seem congruent with "conventional wisdom"
which surrounds student teaching supervision in this country and with typical
student teacher seminar topics and evaluation forms. In terms of concern for
the validity of supervisors' criteria, it is encouraging also to note that
these topics are featured prominately in research on effective teaching from
the past 25 years. Caution, hvever, must be expressed because these data do
not allow us to know very clearly how these supervisors understand the meaning
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and use of these ideas related to effective teaching I,e. Simmons and
Sparks (36) caution against believing that such research should provide "rules"
for good practice rather than "conceptual tools" for reflective, contextual,
instructional decision-making by teachers. There is no evidence in the
supervisors' criteria lists which illustrates concern for such decision-making
by the student teachers whom they supervise.

While the overall commonalities among many of the supervisors' criteria ore
generally reassuring, a closer analysis of TABLES 2a-b-c also indicates certain
criteria statements which are unique to one supervisor e.g. Fran:
commitment to the student teaching experience (40% beginning); Renee:
atmosphere of classroom (8% beginning), interior of classroom --- bulletin
board, art projects, etc. (7% beginning); Leslie: mastery of seven:1
methods/techniques of teaching (17% end), self-directed professional
development goal setting (5% middle/16% end), attention to inter-disciplinary
teaching (5% beginning/2% middle/5% end). Such findings coincide with the
researcher's own supervisory experiences and early hunches that there are
important differences in beliefs about effective teaching, and hence, in
evaluation criteria. among supervisors.

It is possible to easily note that there are some sizable and important
ti I" -O. I' WP 01 q

sunervisors. As an example from TABLE 2d, the most easily recognized category
of CONTENT KNOWLEDGE & CLASSROOM TEACHING SKILLS ranges in overall importance
from 35% (Leslie) to 45% (Fran) to 53% (Renee). The emphasis given
specifically to CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT also varies from 15% (Fran) to 9% (Renee)
to 5% (Leslie). TABLE 2e indicates some differences existing in the
supervisors' composite portraits of an "effective student teacher" when their
five most heavily weighted criteria statements are considered.

Analysis of the data here also supports a developmental view of student
teacher growth. In this case, these supervisors' Judgment criteria and
relative weights change across the beginning /middle /end timeframe of the
student teaching experience (see TABLES 2a-b-c-d). That is, the evidence
these supervisors report looking for differs at each point in the experience.
Having noted them, early factors diminish in importance in the supervisors'
ever - evolving evaluative judgment, just as new criteria emerge. Those
developmental criteria patterns are strongest in the data from Fran and Leslie,
the two supervisors with the greatest amount of experience and advanced
training.

Early emphasis is placed on the student teacher's personality, attitude,
content knowledge, and interpersonal skills, according to the patterns found in
TABLES 2a-b-c-d. Midpoint emphasis is on instructional delivery and classroom
management skills, and finally, late emphasis concerns professional growth
habits and self-confidence. The question of whether student teachers
evaluated as "weaker" somehow "get stuck" or are not perceived as progressing
through this loosely constructed developmental pattern will be addressed in the
last part of this study.

Another interesting variation among the three supervisors occurred in terms
of idea or criteria statement complexity and fluency, two dimensions by which
cognitive maps are routinely analyzed (see TABLE 3). Renee, the part-time,
novice supervisor without specialized training, used the least amount of time
to identify her criteria, stated them in the fewest words, and distinguished
only minimally among them in terms of their relative weights. Fran and Leslie
used longer periods of time to think about the task, were more detailed in
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their explanations of each criteria statement, and distinguished more sharply
among the various criteria in terms of their relative weights. Leslie is
notable for identifying more than twice as many criteria statements as Fran and
for organizing her criteria into the largest number of subgroups in her final
overall cognitive map.

Given these differences in the supervisors' data, four variables seem
useful in understanding these variations: (a) their amount of supervisory
experience and knowledge-base, (b) their degree of involvement in program
operation and management, and two more general constructs that could be called
overall (c) language fluency and (d) cognitive complexity.

In terms of the supervisors' self-reported judgment criteria, the data
suggest a refinement of what has been adapted here from Zeichner's alternative
paradigms as a criteria framework for evaluating student teachers. Both the
specific criteria statements and category names indicate these supervisors'
beliefs that learning to be successful as a classroom teacher involves the
adequate demonstration of three basic components: (1) liberal arts and
content area knowledge (the academic paradigm); (2) instructional skills (the
behavioristic paradigm); and (3) professional attitudes and identity related
to maturity and career commitment (the personalistic paradigm). Except for
Leslie's mildly-stated interview comment that she wanted to make student
teachers "think about her evaluative feedback", none of thn supervi: s even
hinted at the inquiry-oriented paradigm, Zeichner's fourth, in either their
interviews or criteria statements. From the rather conventional perspectives
of these supervisors and the programs in which they work, it seems possible to
conclude that the apprenticeship paradigm for student teaching can be used as a
larger conceptual framework encompassing 4,:e other three paradigms. As a set,
they stand in sharp contrast to the inquiry-oriented paradigm which focuses on
instructional improvement and a change-orientation.

However, if the inquiry paradigm is ever to be genuinely implemented as a
teacher and school improvement strategy, it would appear necessary to either
select or prepare supervisors more strongly in terms of this inquiry, critical
thinking, and more theoretical orientation. This change could also stimulate
the development of supervision as a field encompassing more substantial
research and improved practices. In turn, supervision could gain a more
respected and influential role in both K - 12 schools and academia. The
challenge of moving supervision in this direction should be clearer now in
light of what has been discussed here about the classroom teaching,
action-oriented background and role perspectives of these supervisors, and
indeed, of most teacher educators today.

On the other hand, these data simultaneously suggest that the supervisor's
practitioner-orientation and abilities are also essential. This would include
the ability to skillfully instruct, validly and reliably assess, and
articulately discuss a student teacher's growth in each of these
apprentice-related areas. Thus, such supervisors need to be neither
exclusively clinical instructors nor researchers, but rather "bilingual and
bicultural" as Lieberman and Miller (37) stress, functioning effectively in the
worlds of both educational research and instructional practice.

In summary, the evaluative judgment criteria data provide us with both good
news and bad news. The good news is in the large and rather surprising degree
of commonality found both at the level of criteria categories and for most
specific criteria statements among the three supervisors. Although they used
somewhat different words to express their ideas, broad criteria similarities
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emphasizing an apprentice/academic/behavioristic/personalistic p!traaigm for
teacher education can be noted. Furthermore, the topics implied by the
supervisors' reported criteria correspond to areas addressed by recent research
on effective teaching. On the negative side, there is no evidence of
attention to the inquiry paradigm or to the recent emphasis in the literature
on reflective, instructional decision-making by teachers.

Several supervisory variables can now be more clearly addressed in future
research questions and supervisory training programs:

What occurs if there are either explicit or implicit major conflicts
in the effective teaching criteria believed to be important by
each member of the supervisory triad?

When viewed on a practical level, are the differences which exist
among supervisors'" judgment criteria and weights generally so
minor as to be inconsequential in terms of the issues of
evaluation fairness and validity?

What is the relationship between supervisors' actual understanding
of their own "conventional wisdom" evaluative judgment criteria
and the recent research on effective teaching?

- Do supervisors with a richer and more detailed understanding of
their own judgment criteria "see" (I.e. perceive and process
pertinent evidence) and evaluate student teachers differently?
What are these differences?

- How does having richer and more detailed language to describe
effective teaching influence what a supervisor provides in
written and oral feedback to the student teacher? What are the
effects of these differences in terms of growth for the student
teacher?

Having discussed the similarities and differences occurring In the
evaluative judgment criteria which the three supervisors reported using, we
will next turn our attention t3 examining whether or not their stated criteria
are reflected in their written supervisory records.

INVESTIGATION RESULTS:
THE EVALUATIVE JUDGMENT CRITERIA ACTUALLY REFLECTED IN

SUPERVISORS' WRITTEN OBSERVATION RECORDS & FINAL REPORTS

The final part of this study compares supervisors' reported criteria with
their implicit judgment criteria-in-actual-use. These were investigated
through content analysis of each supervisor's written classroom
observation/conference notes and the final reports for a nominated sample of
six so-called weak, average, and strong student teachers with whom she had
worked. Using only written records to investigate supervisor's implicit
evaluative judgments (rather than audiotapes of what occurred orally between
the supervisor and the student teacher) should be noted as a clear limitation
of this study.

A total of 1C cases from a variety of K 12 public school settings were
analyzed, i.e. three supervisors x six student teachers for each. There were
final reports and either four or five classroom observation records available
for each of the 18 student teachers. Each supervisor's beginning/middle/end
of the student teaching experience criteria lists and her written records were
compared in the following manner: (a) the first and second observation data
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were compared to the beginning criteria list; (b) the third and fourth
observations were compared to the middle criteria list; and (c) the fifth
observation and the final report were compared to the end criteria list. If
only four observation records existed for a student teacher, the third
otservation waz used in relation to the middle criteria list, and the four it
observation and final report were compared to the end criteria list.

Content analysis of these records involved a two-part process: (a)
matching each distinct thought unit in the written records to one or more of
the criteria statements in the supervisor's list, and (b) counting the number
of words which the supervisor had written regarding that idea in order to
derive an average percentage of emphasis which each beginning/middle/end
criteria statement received in the written documents. If there were thought
units found in the written' records which did not match any of the supervisor's
criteria statements identified earlier, special note was made of this.

It must be recognized that the array of topics actually found in the
written records for a supervisor's student teachers is influenced by many
factors, one of which is role of the supervisor's implicit Judgment criteria in
her selective perception of "evidence" (38). In addition, the teaching
situation, content area and level, classroom pupils, cooperating teacher, etc.
all influence what activities are carried out, and hence, the topics addressed
in the supervisor's clinical feedback and evaluative judgments. By using five
or six records from each of 18 cases which represent a broad sample of
so- called weak, average, and strong student teachers wcrkino in a variety of

pre -K - 12 placement settings, this study attempted to avoid such a narrow
perspective.

These content analysis procedures tock approximately 12 hours across a
three-day period and were performed by an individual with 11 years of student
teaching supervision experience who wa:, not generally aware of the research
questions which guided the investigation. Records for the weak, average, and
strong student teachers were reviewed in a blind fashion by this research
assistant. TVo randomly chosen written records from each supervisor were also
content analyzed by the researcher and compared to the coding results obtained
by the research assistant. The inter-rater reliability coefficient was
calculated to be 0.696 for this comparison.

In terms of he v
the content of their written records, a surprising degree of congruence was
found. There were only one (Leslie) or two (Fran and Renee) un-codable
thought units found in the written records, and their content involved very
global praise, Job selection advice, or posing a question which corresponded to
the supervisor's criteria for the next time period of the experience.

The percentage of criteria used in the written records was encouragingly
high for two of the supervisors (i.e. Fran - 78% and Renee 81%), while
Leslie's percentaage was only 55%. Conversely, the number of cognitive map
criteria not found in the written records was striking: Fran (5/23 or 22%),
Renee (7/36 or 19%), and Leslie (22/49 or 45%). In general, these unused
criteria occurred predominately in written records from the middle part of the
experience when supervisors seemed to be focusing on fever criteria, especially
classroom management, instructional planning, and lesson delivery. In
addition, this finding about supervisors' percentage of unused criteria may be
interpreted from two perspectives. A number of these criteria seem to be
subsumable as sub-points under other criteria which are heavily used, and some
of them do not typically .surface as topics in classroom observation evidence.
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In the latter case, analysis of other data such as conversations between triad
members and/or structured "think aloud" interviews with the university
supervisor could reveal whether or not these criteria are actually used ;n
making evaluative judgments.

Across the three supervisors in general, the criteria which receivell the
greatest percentage of emphasis in written records were those related to
observable instructional and management processes and the implied necessity of
effective lesson preparaticn for it. This is particularly true for the
so-called weak student teachers who received proportionally more written
comments about these topics than the average and strong individuals. Less
attention was given overall to student teachers' personal qualities and
occupational socialization. This pattern corresponds closely to Zeichner's
apprenticeship paradigm and recommendations of the clinical supervision
movement that supervisors should focus on observable actions of the
teaching/learning process, not on a teacher's personality. This pattern is
not surprising, also, because the study has been limited to analyzing classroom
observation written records, not audiotapes of conferences, etc.

In terms of types of language and syntax used, Renee and Leslie's written
comments were direct statements to an overwhelming degree, while Fran used an
observed situation to occasionally pose a question for the student teacher to
think about. Renee's written comments are notably brief, even terse,
suggesting the problem of whether or ncc student teachers could derive much
pedagogical meaning from these two - three word phrases. Leslie's comments
are in contrast to her detailed cognitive map criteria statements Her
observation notes are 4ritten in conversational language and in short -
moderate length sentences They include a modest level of pedagogical
language and seem to be easily understandable although perhaps not as
pedagogically challenging for a student teacher as they might be. In contrast
to both of these, Fran's written comments exhibit the impact of her special
preparation as a supervisor. Her remarks involve longer and more precise
descriptions of what was observed, often followed by a question, suggestion, or
specific praise that links pedagogical concepts to classroom actions. Her
reports read more like a written "think aloud" analysis using the classroom
situation as a source of data for a "tutorial" dialogue on the
teaching-learning process.

Of course, much of the pedagogical impact of these written feedback records
depends on how their content is discussed by each student teacher and
supervisor in the post-lesson conference. Nevertheless, interest in the
language, syntax, and feedback content of written supervisory records is
warranted because they have a quality of high impact permanency, and thus can
be easily reviewed at some future time, while the content of an oral conference
can not. This is particularly true because many supervisory conferences are
surrounded by anxiety and time-pressure for everyone involved.

The number of criteria foundln each separate written observation record
from the three supervisors was low i.e. Fran: from 1 4; Renee: from 2
- 6; and Leslie: 2 - This finding may be interpreted from the point of
view of social judgment theory which emphasizes that human beings generally use
only a few of all the possible criteria available when making decisions (39).
A rather common piece of "conventional wisdom" for supervisors also involves
the idea that a supervisor should be selective about what and how many feedback
points are shared with a teacher, lest the teacher be overwhelmed and unable to
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focus on anytning. As one would expect, the number of criteria found In the
final summary reports written by the supervisors was larger --- i.e. Fran: 2
6; Renee: 3 - 6; Leslie: 1 4 (note: her col? ,e's form has an eight item
Likert-scale and only a small space for the supervisor's open-ended
commente). Addressing more criteria in these reports is, of course, desirable
because they are intended to be summary documents prepared for an external
(i.e. employer) audience.

The congruence of these three supervisors' cognitive map criteria and
written records is impressive and even surprising to the research team.
However, these data only begin to illuminate the many questions which surround
the implicit evaluative judgment criteria and processes of supervisors.

- Which is po`entially more important in effective and valid
supervisory evaluative judgments and communication: a detailed
cognitive map of effective instruction and/or a rich language
with which to communicate about instruction?

- What patterns would a parallel study examining oral supervisory
communication reveal?

Compared to what university supervisors intend to communicate
about their evaluative judgments through written records, what do
student teachers and 'ooperating teachers actually understand
about the progress of the student teacher?

- Compared to what university supervisors intend to communicate

about their evaluative judgments through written records, what do
student teachers and cooperating teachers actually understand
about the progress of the student teacher?

CONCLUSIONS & FURTHER QUESTIONS

This study has sought to better understand the "what is" situation of
evaluative judgments and processes of university supervisors by exploring role
perspectives, evaluative judgment criteria, and written records of three
typical student teacher supervisors with contrasting professional backgrounds.
The three case study subjects were selected as typical supervisors who work in
rather conventional student teaching programs in this country.

The research data obtained in this study permit us to conclude several
things. First of all, the data in these three cases support the many informed
opinions and scant research we have on the problematic state of university
student teacher supervision at this time. On one hand, universities have
seemingly weak job selection criteria, support systems, and reward structures
fox supervisors. Supervisors themselves also often lack a specific
knnvledge-base related to their responsibilities and do not have much
metacognitive, reflective awareness of their own judgment criteria and
processes (40). Additionally, questions regarding the reliability and
validity of student teache evalution judgments deserve further investigation
beyond these three prelim'nary case studies.

Secondly, the data permit us to understand several points more deeply than
"conventional wisdom" about supervision has previously allowed. Three points
will be addressed here as examples.
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A contradictory tension exists between the current practitioner-oriented
backgrounds and role perspectives of university supervisors and the
inquiry-oriented paradigm for student teaching programs. While supervisors
seem readily able to recognize (even without special training) the important
role of liberal arts and content knowledge (i.e. academic paradigm), technical
skills (i.e. behavioristic paradigm), individual maturity (i.e. personalistic
paradigm), and occupational socialization (i.e. appenticeship paradigm) in
preparing beginning teachers, they do not so readily include reflective,
analytical, and change-oriented criteria in their cognitive maps of effective
teaching. This would seem to have implications both for how they view their
own roles as supervisors and for what they expect from student teachers.

Thus, conventional university supervision itself can be viewed as a key
part of the conservative bias against change and reform in the educational
field and personnel of which Lortie (41) writes. In this way, the contextual
barriers which block efforts to reform university supervision and teaching
itself have been better illuminated. While discussions about
professionalizing teaching have been occurring widely during the past decade,
these issues have not yet been raised in the field of supervision.

Responses to such concerns have included calls for increases in inservice
education opportunities for supervisors (42), changes in the traditional role
definitions of university supervisors to something more like clinical
professors (43), and mandatory certification of teacher educators (44). The
functions of such clinical professors would include instructing and monitoring
preservice students, working with inservice teachers and administrators, and
using the schools as laboratories for research into educational practice.

However, preparation for this broader role implies more substantial
professional knowledge/skills/attitudes related to effective teaching, teacher
development, research methodology, organizational development, communication,
motivation, and evaluation than are now emphasized. That broader role
description emphasizes what some have called the subtle, ambiguous,
multidimensional nature of this type of role which blends and balances theory
and practice relationships.

We can also ask how certain characteristics of the university supervisor
function unwittingly to diminish a student teacher's opportunity to learn.
Several factors, such as a supervisor's perceptual biases, judgment criteria,
cognitive complexity, developmental stages of concern about job
responsibilities, the Clinical Instructor/EValuator role balance, etc., can
dramatically influence observation, interaction, and evaluative judgments.

FIGURE 1 is a summary of our research team's current thinking about the
factors potentially influencing a supervisor's evaluative judgment criteria and
processes. Again, while "conventional wisdom" has long recognized that there
are so-called "good" and "not so good" supervisors, we now know more about
these specific factors and can begin to analyze their influence.

In addition, the benefits of supervisory networking, throughtful
job - related discussions, and self-directed professional development warrant
attention. While these benefits seem obvious to any educator, the truth of
the matter is that such professional development opportunities related to
supervision are rarely available or used. The need to cultivate awareness,
motivation, and respect for the complexities of effective supervision is
crucial both in supervisors themselves and in their university workplaces.
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Interestingly, each supervisor reported that participating in the research
project had stimulated her to greater self-awareness concerning the complexity
and specificity of her own evaluative judgment criteria and processes.
Without exception, they said they had not thought deeply or frequently about
these things before. There would seem to be some indirect professional
development impact caused 31, reflecting on one's own supervisory judgment
criteria and role perspectives. Activities to develop supervisor reflection
and meta-cognition do not appear to be widely used in the more
technique-oriented, supervisory training programs and materials which exist
around the country. This area deserves further attention.

Finally, the research methodology developed for this study --- i.e. a
combination of structured interviewing and cognitive mapping techniques --- has
proved to be both practical and reliable. Using this methodology Lo further
explore the persistent problems of reliability and validity in teacher
evaluation would seem to be promising.

In conclusion, little attention has been given yet to supervisory research
and training in light of the increasing knowledge we have about effective
teaching as a source of judgment criteria. In addition, the historical
emphasis on supervisory technique should be balanced with attention to the
cognitive processes used in making evaluative judgments. This series of
studies are being undertaken to describe the role perspectives and evaluative
Judgment criteria of supervisors in order to reveal the largely unrecognized,
complex mental life of student teacher supervisors. Despite criticism, the
position of university student teacher supervisor has endured in various forms
in the education professoriate. These studies should provide a basis for
improving the selection, training, and rewarding of supervisors and for
deepening and expanding research on supervision.
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TIICIIIG P1OCESS SILLS
11/23/15 21,11

creativity - -a villingness to go beyond the text I/ 0/ 0 1.3%
an enthusiasm for the subject matter taught

7/ 0/ 0 2.1t
some coning to terms vith the problems of evalvation of student 0/ 5/ 0 1.7%

volt

K: ability to connect vith the full class of students i bold 0/ 1/ 8 5.0%
their attention

am ability to gala and keep the attention of the entire group

- ability to execute smooth transitions Odom classes /subject areas 0/ 4/ I 1.11

ability to plan and execute a lesson vith definite structure, 0/ 1/ 0 2.3%
I.e. a beginning, middle, end

- actually assuming full responsibility Er the class presentation 0/ 0/10 3.3%
- I: mastery of several methods / techniques of teaching 0/ 0/11 5.1% 4th

1: increasing flexibility to apply a diversity of techniques

COITEIT/COGIITITS SEUL
21/ 2/12 lla al

koovledge of content of subject !whet taught that goes beyond 10/ 0/ 0 3.3%
the minimal

- I: preparedness---villingness to put the time In to be prepared Ili 0/ 7 5.0%
la appropriate rays

1: an increased eagerness to increase /improve their ovn

knovledge of their content area specializations

I: a recognition of the Inter relationship among disciplines 5/ 2/ 5 4.0%
---a Lind of Renaissance person mentality

K: some evidence of seeing the Inter-connectedness of curriculum

sobJects

I: a perception of the interconnectedness of the disciplines of

teaching, i.e. an interdisciplinary notion

continued on next page---



2cz_ SPSCIFIC 1111.M1T11g MGM CIITEtli ST1TEAIITS f UNITS 1011TIFIt0 IT ?KILL

MI1715015 'Leslie' --- continued

category me t specific criteria statement
SZSZCZZSZ2: 22

1 veigh's average

beginning /piddle /end % canting

1115011L 111111117Y
20/32/15 21,11 /10.

- adult stance vith students- - -1.e. getting 'over' the 'I want 5/ 0/ 0 1.1%
WA to like ne' position

- V: Ideal's" nixed vith a good dose of rolls' i a crucial 6/ 3/ 5 4.1%
sense of Ind

11: sou ability to conpronise ideals and principles In a realistic

nacner---not defeatist, not cynical -- -sore evidence of

acceptance of 'realness' of demands of teaching

t: a sense of reality, 'deans" tenpered vith realise about teaching

- risk - taking - - -a willingness to take calculated risks in trying 4/ 0/ 0 1.3%

something nen and different

- self-anitoring---the ability to evaluate self realistically, 5/ 0/ 0 1.1%

neither buy beating self nor denial of any shortenings

- dinialsliest is self - consciousness and concern vith 0/ 1/ 0 2.3%

self-ackleveted

- ability to handle critic's' in a positive, nature saner 0/ 6/ 0 2.0%
- I: flexibility is adjusting to unexpected events 0/11/ 0 3.1%
I: evidence of ability to handle conflict and stress in a cal',

nature manner

I: go34 biped, i.e. coma sense in handling if such

should arise

- evidence of growth in managing conflicting hands on tine, 0/ 5/ 0 1.1%
e.g. home, school, other

- a sense of personal confidence and/or authority about self as 0/ 0/10 3.3%
teacher

p11011StIO11L GLOITI
)1/10/26 )1.0t ilk

- 1: responsibility for the task of being a student teacher, 10/ 5/11 1.3% 2nd
i.e. a seriousness about the job

M: awareness of glowing identification of self as an adult,

teacher, professional

I: a personal identification of self as teacher

1: interest In the profession itself---beyond the personal needs 3/ 3/ 0 2.0%
---a desire that the profession itself be laudable

fitting in national 1 political aspects of teaching
11: 'detest in larger issues of education at a national and

international level, e.g. literacy needs

- 1: dialnisking self-conclossaess I Increasing concern over 4/ 1/ 0 3.1%

total developed of students

N: continual grovtb of concern for the learning of students
I: evidence of sone long-tern goals and plans for renaming 0/ 5/16 1.0% lid

reeks of student teaching experience

I: a sense of responsibilitr to continue to grow in their chosen

profession of teaching

I: an eagerness to continue teaching

---cont'nued on next page---
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11111111? ClITIRII_IIITBK117$ I 11191TS tworriFIBB By put

$111111112;011 (Leslie! - - continued

veights average

category sane 11 specific criteria statement begianing/siddle/mi % tiding

jITIMISOVIL IILLTIOISRIP SIMS 21/23/12 21.1% la
- 1: ability to see & respect students as individuals, not 16/13/10 13.0% 1st

stereotyping then

1: evidence that they like kids i respect their struggle and

desire to goy and learn

N: evidence of a largess, a profound acceptance of diversity

in students I respect for student strengths

N: positive rapport vith the students---frleadly but adult -like

1: a genuine fondness for and respect for their students

- 1: interpersonal relationship skills, i.e. an ability to 10/ 5/ 2 5.1% 9th

relate to both students and tenor teachers In a positive

adult-like vay

N: ability to relate yell vith adults in the school, i.e.

principal, cooperating teacher, other teachers

I: a feeling /sense of conradire vith other teachers

- 1: interpersonal relationship skills vith tenor student 3/ 5/ 0 2.1%

teachers---villiagness to fora a sense of coaaaraderie

vith other sted.nt teachers

N: ability & villingtess to share experience aad reflections at

redly salsa'



MU 2d: WHOM' Of STUMM MGM? MUM 1 OUGHTS
plITIPIRtit ill TIIII SUPSITISORS

average

using their ovn voids)

% veights total

beginning ilddle
szsszs:sa

end points % ranking

[LEL

-prof. canalboat 45% 0% 0% 45 15.0% 4th

-prof. skills 25% 50% 60% 135 45.0% 1st

-bun relations

skills

15% 25% 255 65 21.7% 2nd

-prof. socialization 15% 25% 15% 55 11.3% 3rd

tOilLS

kin

100% 100% 100% 300 100.0%

- personality I attitude 43% 41% 24% 100 36.0% 2nd

- sebject kaovledge 1

sanigeseat skills

49% SO% 59% 150 52.7% 1st

-cosanalcition I% 9% 11% 34 11.3% 3rd

TOMS 100% 100% 100% 300 100.0%

Leslie

-teaching process

skills

11% 23% 35% 69 23.0% 1st

-costeat/cognitive

skills

23% 2% 12% 37 12.3% 5th

-person' realty 20% 32% 15% 67 22.3% 2nd

-prof. grovth 11% 20% 26% 63 21.0% 4th

-interpersonal re-

lationskip stills

21% 23% 12% 64 21.3% 3rd

TOTALS 100% 100% 100% 300 99.9%



711L1 2e: COMPORT; PORTUITS Of 11 Iff1CTITK STRUT MUIR HELD BY T11 SOPUTISiti

ICCOIOING TO T11 Ct1111111 1 BIGHTS 'MKT 101119110

(using researcher's paraphrase of their ovn vordsi

average %

mains veight specific criteria statement
:2:2::

tat
1st 15.0% - classroon nanageant skills I integration of these vith instruction

hid 13.3%
a 1

- self-confidence and assertion of teacher role

- conitkent to the ST experience

4th 11.1% - him relations skills On pupils and CT

Stk 4.11
a 1

a 1

1

TOT1L: 13.1%

- knovledge of subject natter

- groving facility In translating instructional plans on paper into action

convolution skills vith pupils

- assumes cespcesibility as teacher for pupil learning & attitudes

11111

1st 20.0% - love, respect, I rapport vith pupils I staff

2nd 11.3% - oral t vrittee communication skills

3rd 11.1% lesson planning skills

4th 1.0% - classroom management i discipline

Sti - knovledge of subject natter

TOTIL: S1.1%

Leslie

1st 13.0% - love I respect for pupils vith their individuality, diversity, I strengths

2nd 1.3% - identification of self In adult, teacher, I professional toles

3rd 7.0% - long-range goals I responsibility for ovn professional development

4th $.1% - Interpersonal skills vith pupils I staff

- use of a diversity of Instructional nethods/technhises

TO1114 31.1%



!We 3: PLUM 1 COMMIE DIffItHCES II ME 111IMATITI JUDGED)

CRITIII1 1 HIG1TS IDENTIFIED 11 THE THREE SUPERTISORS

I OF CHT1111 HITEKINTS IDENTIFIED

(beginning; Riddle; end of

experfence)

Ink_

1;1;1

Renee Leslie

11;12;12 16;20;13

TOTAL I OP CRITERIA MINIM 23 36 49

IDENTIFIED

TOTAL I OP tom USED II CRITERIA 226 112 546

STATEMENTS

1111 1 OP VOIDS USED IN CRITERIA 9.1 3.4 11.1

STATEMENTS

11101 II POINT MINES USED TO S - 40 1 9 2 10

HIOIT CRITERIA STATEMENTS

1 OP MINUTES USED TO IDENTIFY 15;12;20 10;10;10 10;20;15

CRITERIA STATEMENTS (beginning;

Riddle; end of experience)

I Of SUI-GROUPINGS MADE 701 4 3 5

CRITERIA STATEMENTS



?Int 41: CONIIISON 01 ill cOGII7111 DIP ClitllIl 571111111171

J11?TCI 1ICOIDS 0? 71111 SPIRVISOIS (Mal

(isle; her ovn voids)

specific criteria statelefits 4 actual vrittei record %

232:22ZU ZZZZZ it:t Z

ptortsaily CONDITIII?

actual or.

record %

Lii

Intended

cogs. sap %

lial

vatten record % for

veak-aver.-strong ST

1.031- no- 0.1%
- 11: militant to the Si experielce Imo] no 13.3% no- no- no

- 12: 4:1eatotloa to hiding (stud. or subj.- centered) 11.0%1 0.3% 1.6% 0.03t- no- 0.1%

flOPISS1011L Ss,"-'-'
11,11 ii,11 Uldidtlia

- 13: Imovhdge of sobwi 11.1%1 3.0% 4.7% 2.4 %- 3.5%- 3.7%

- li: prei. of lesson (pia., mat'ls, approprisless) 141.1%1 16.6% 1.1% 11.21-22.1%41.4%
- 12: fililitrity vith mutinies/texts 12.1%1 0.9% 1.1% no- no- 2.2%
- 13: Imimg facility is translatilg plus to action fool AO 6.7% so- lo- no
- 12: owl. of !.strut. (sequence, .aterlals, opport. for

stud. response, seatood, transition, closure) 122.5%1

7.5% 3.3% 3.31- 3.7%-16.3%

- !S: coamicatiol skills (is St clear about content,

direction, expectations? does ST seek to understand

vhat students say or don't say?) 11.0%1

3.0% 6.7% 3.51- 6.0%- no

- II: lastructioaal delivery (ilogilative? routlue? repeat

of CT? smooth evidence of preparation?) 111.4%1

3.1% 3.3% 3.6 %- 7.11- 1.3%

- $1: idegratio of Instruct. i citron amplest 110.1%1 31.1% 15.0% 31.1%-30.11-32.5%
11: classroom magma skills (do rules indicate amass

of d. der. i readiness to do as expected? evidence

of reteacklug the 'ales as appropriate?) 122.2%1

111111011 RILLS
11,11 aka 15.71-14.1141.21

- IS: courtesy (ham telat. skills regaling child.) 111.1%1 18.1% 11.1% 25.1%4.6%40M
15: haaaa relat. skills (do studs. see. comfortable? does

Si see. comfortable 11 adult role? can Si deal vith

CT Is chasm?) 111.1%1

- 114: quoin avartess ttudeat differences I seeds tool DO 1.1% no- AO- no
IS: groviag pos. attitude ;tout role of teacher in classroom

twang !esp. for stud. haring i attitldes 11.511

2.2% 6.7% no- no- 5.1%

- II: teach. - stud. interactions (both goal. I ghat.) 11.4%1 0.5% 1.7% no- no- 1.4%

puntstern SOCULIIITIG
11,11 11M-11.1s- fi.St

- seine of belonging la the classroom 10.5%1 5.4% 13.3% 6.31- 6.11%- 6.5%
11: self-coalldeice 11.1%1

111: mote assertion of 'teacher' role 110.1%1

17: grunt' peer relationship old C1 i faculty tool

11: conduce (coa deal vith pers'llty conflicts; assertive

10? aggressive; peer relationship vith CT rather that

vith students; comfortable vith authority) 13.0%)

NI: villiagaess i ability to self-evaleate objectively fool no 3.3% AO- AO- no
- II: avaresess of prof. realities? school socialization 3.9% 1.7% 6.5%- 4.4%- so

process? lotto-school politics? 111.1%1

41



mu 4b: CORIIISOI OP HI COGIITIVI NIP CHUM STITIRINTS

IIITTII IICORDS OF TRIM SUPIIIISOIS Ilepeel

(using her ovn voids)

specific criteria statements 1 actual mitten record %

ti[501ILItI - ITTITUDI

- 11: villiagoess to accept champ (criticise) tool

11: remise to coostroctive criticise tool

- 12: love for ckildtea---rapport vitt' students tool 12.4%

13: respect for child. 1 child.'s respect for teacher 113%1

14: rapport vitk students 111.4%1

12: rapport vitb staff tool

13: rapport vitk parents WI

12: respect for children (7.311

13: rapport vitk children 6 staff 111.211

- 14: attitude - -- positive Minter tool 0.9%

11: attitude 12.1%1

- 15: self - confidence fool no

- 15: eye contact 10.0461 0.021

actual vt. Intended vtitten record 4 for

record % cogs. nap % veal -aver. -'toog ST

inaci - MIMI? IIILL1

- basic toovledge of sabiect utter

116: knovledge of subject 12.1%1

14: basic koovIedge of sebiect latter

- 17: less.' plats 121.1%1

117: adequate lesson plats 129.111

15: lesson plus 17.4%1

111: planning skills 15.111

- 11: orgaolzatlos skills 17.0%1

11: orgaolsatioa skills (3.111

- 11: chasm' moped (41.611

11: chasm' saaagesent---disciplioe

16: classmoo magemot (22.311

- 111: atoospbere of classc000---ck.'s

- 111: interior of classroom -- bulletin

- tin: sanagesent 111.111

116.311

21.2%

3.6%

34.2%

135.611

belay., friendly 12.6%1 OA%

boards, etc. 12.7%1 Oil

3.4%

- Ill: use of various resourc's outside of curriculum 10.00611 0.002%

-111: flesibi:ity---tiaadlIng different situations 11.7%1 0.6%

- 17: ability to teack 14.4%1 1.5%

- 11: creativity (1.0%1 2.3%

;011111Cf101

- 112: speaking ability 12.7%1

112: vtitteo 1 era' cooluoicatioo 13.711

111: presentation skills 7.2%1

112: comical:0os 11.511

5.3%

20.0%

).11-11.11-11.7%

AO- no- no

2.11-17.21-1,.14

5.6% no- 0.9%- 2.6%

3.0% no- no- no

2.1% 0.51- no- no

9.31-79.51-74M

$.1% 21.0%- 1.51- 1.1%

10.7% 11.71-14.11-31A

5.6% 1.1%- 2.1%- no

5.0%

2.7%

2.3%

2.7%

2.7%

3.0%

3.0%

1.1%

2.11- no- no

no- 2.21- 0.5%

1.31- 2.11- no

no- no- 0.6%

no- 1.1%- no

0.61- 2.01- 2.0%

2.6%- 2.11- 2.1%

iLil 11,11. 6.61- 2.31- 6.7%

5.0 11.3% 1.11- 2.31- 6.7%
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710L1 COMPHISOI Of TIE COGIITIV1 iUP CRIT1111 ST1TIRENTS 1

Illitll t1CORDS OP TRIM SUPERVISORS [Leslie!

Wing her ova vords)

specific cOteria statements 1 actual urittee record t

22222 22222.22 22222 22'22 2 2 2 2222

actual vr.

record %

intended

cogs. nap %

vritten record % for

veak-aver.-strag ST

ft1C1110 PROCESS RILLS (W.3. 11.11 12.5%-17.6%-44.1%
- 11: mativity---a rillligaess to go beyond the text 11.5%1 0.5% 1.3% no- 1.3%- 0.4%
- 12: am enthusiasm for the subject matter taught 116.3%1 5.4% 2.3% 12.0%- 1.4%- 0.4%

- Ml: some coming to terms vith the problems of evaluation

of student nod (aol

no 1.7% no- no- no

- 12: ability to connect vith the full class of students 13,4% 5.0% 12.55-12.35-14.7%
!lid their attention 125.151'

12: ability to gala 1 keep the attest. of the group 115.2%1

- 11: ability to execute moth transitions 12.0%1 0.1% 1.3% no- 2.1%- oo

- 14: ability to plan and execute a lesson vith definite

structure, i.e. a beginalal, middle, end 153.4%1

11.1% 2.3% 11.4%-11.1%-11.2%

11: assuming full resp. for the class presentation 114.5%1 4.1% 3.3% 12.5%- no- 2.3%

- 13: mastery of several methods /techniques of teaching 11.3%1 1.1% 5.1% 1.3%- 2.1%- 1.1%

14: increasing flexibility to apply a diversity

of techniques 114.1%1

COITIIT/COCIITIVI SKILLS 1I11 11,li 14.2142.21-14A
13: knowledge of subject matter taught that goes beyond

the minimal 17.6%1

2.5% 3.3% 4.6%- no- no

- 11! preparedness---villiagness to put time in to be prepared

in appropriate vat's 12.0%1

11.2% 5.0% 1.6%-12.2%-14.1%

16: an increased eagerness to lacreisempLove their ovo

knowledge of their content area specializations 11.5%1

- 15: a recognition of inter-relationship moo disciplines 20 4.0% no- no- no

---a kind of Renaissance person tentil!ty (aol

IS: some evidence of seeing the Inter- connectedness of

curtails' subjects tool

15: a perception of the Interconnectedness of the disciplines

of teaching, i.e. an interdisciplinary taloa tool

---continued on next page---
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nu: 4c: CONPUISOI OF tl1 COGIITIVE NIP CRITIIII MINION

WW1 WORDS Of 10111 S01111115015 fLesllel

losing her ovn voids)

specific criteria statements t actual 'Jiffies record %

CX:22=Z;Z: 3:2

actual or.

record %

intended

coga. nap %

3

vritten record % for

veal- aver. - strong ST

ItCIIIG P10CISS SKILLS 11,11 i2.5%-31.6%-44.1%

- 11: creativity---a vIllimgmess to go beyond the text 11.5%) 0.5% 1.3% no- 1.3%- 0.4%

- 12: an enthusiasm for the subject natter taught 111.1%1 5.4% 2.3% 12 1%- 1.4%- 0.4%

- 11: sone coning to terns vith the robins of evaluation

of student vork (no)

no 1.1% no- no- no

- ability to connect vith the fill class of students 13.4% 5.0% 12.1%-12.3%-14.7%

1 hold their attention 125.1%1'

12: ability to gain t keep the attest. of the group 115.2%)

- 13: ability to execute smooth transitions 12.0%) 0.7% 1.3% no- 2.7%- so

- ability to plan and execatt a lesson with definite

structure, i.e. a beginning, middle, end 153.4%1

17.0% 2.3% 17.4%-17.1%-11.2%

- 11: assuming full resp. for the class presentation 114.5%1 4.0% 3.3% 12.5%- no- 2.3%

- 13: mastery of several methods /techniques of teaching 11.3%) 6.41 5.7% 7.3%- 2.1%- 1.1%

14: increasing flexibility to apply a diversity

of techniques 114.1%1

cOITIIT/COGIITIV1 SKILLS 1111 11.11 11.2%-12.21-11,11

- 13: kkoviedge of subject natter taught that goes beyond

the 'Waal 11.6%1

2.5% .3% 6.6%- no- no

14: preparedness---villisgsess to put tine in to 11, prepared il.2%

in appropriate says 132.0%1

an increased eagerness int!ea!y:ioptove tier ovn

kcoviedge tt., 'soot ,12::Ialitatlor

5.0% 7.1%-12.2%-14.1%

15: a recognition of 1 lonskli mpg disclpliles no 1.0% Be- BO- no

Lind of Re. pelsoi Isol

15: some evidence of se:1 is inter- connectedness rf
cuticula' subjects ino1

SS: a perception of the interconnectedness ,1 d sciplines

of teaching, 1.e. as laterdisciplloar: no ,J3 hot

--- continued on next page
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tumjc_ CONP111101 Of T11 COGIITITS NIP CIIT1111 KITINSITI I KITTEN RgallIlLia

71111 SUP11,11010 [Leslie! --- malted

specific criteria stateseats i actual written record %

'1Atig:2=="'S

actual or. Wended written record % for

record % cogs. sap % teak aver.- strong ST

II7IM112111.11111141111Lialt
- 113: ability to see 1 respect students as individuals, sot

stereotyping thes 11.1%1

114: evidence that they like lids i respect their struggle

aid desire to grow add learn tool

111: evidence of a largess, a profouid acceptance of

diversity It students i respect for student

strengths tool

111: positive rapport with students - -- friendly

but adult-like 13.4%1

111: genuine fondness for and respect for students 110.0%!

- 115: interpersonal relationship skills, i.e. an ability to

relate to both students aid fellow teachers in a

positive adult-like ray 11.111

111: ability to relate well with adults it the school, i.e.

principal, cooperating teacher, other teachers [S.1%1

113: a feeling /sense of coaradire with other teachers 12.1%1

- 116: Interpersonal relationship skills with fellow student

teachers---villialless to iota a seise of

coaaaraderie with other student teachers tool

NM ability 1 villiagaess to share experience aid

reflections at weekly saint tool

4 5

11.1 21 11 i.6%- 4.5%- 1.1%

4.1% 13.0% 5.,%- 6.7%- 3.4%

3.0% 5.7% 0.1%- 3.2%- 1.7%

DO 2.1% 13- AO- no



FIGURE 1: 1 MOIL or FACTORS INFLUENCING

PROVISO!! IVILVITIVE JUDGMENT MIME i PROCESSES

TIE SUPERVISOR --- as influenced by training and experience

(JOILIDG1-1151

- effective teaching/learning/schooling

- teacher edocation/staff development

- supervision

HUM

- goals of teaching/leaning/schooling

- goals of student teaching experience

- ova supervisory role perceptives

- ova supervisory job satisfaction

- ova supervisory developmental stages of concern (a la Fuller)

- ova supervisory style (Glicklia)

- ova supervisory self-efficacy beliefs (a la Guskey)

Ian COLLECTION &ND COGNITIVE PROCESSIli

- perceptual alertness

- perceptual coiprehensiveness

critical thinking skills i habits

practitioner vs. theoretical orientation (Lieberman i Miller)

- cognitive style

- cognitive couplexity (Runt)

- avareness of ova netacognition processes

- avareness of ova attitudes and beliefs

avareness of on perceptual biases

- avareness of no knovledge-base

- avareness of others' perspectives


